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The good nevvs zs that Linssen does not
charge extra for the extravagant 'Variotop
version, ies a no-cost option

thunderous hailstorm
with frozen missiles,
blustery winds
gusting up to Force 5,
and torrents of water
cascading over the
front windscreens
~ - this was how
Germany greeted us in early May this year,
during the test of Linssen's Grand Sturdy 52.9.
So much for the gentle waft along the River
Ems that I'd been hoping for. Nevertheless, a
useful reminder of two points; that the larger
inland waterways can be surprisingly
challenging at times, and that sturdy steel boats
like the 52.9 should never be pigeonholed as
inland waterways boats - they're capable of far
more intrepid cruising than that.
Although much of the 52.9's DNA is shared
with its smaller brethren, despite being a mere
four foot longer than its Grand Sturdy 500
sibling, Linssen has conjured something
entirely new in the layout department. On
previous boats, the Dutch builders invariably
positioned the galley and the dinette forward
near the saloon windscreens, sometimes down
a step or two, although occasionally at the same
level as the lounging area in the saloon. On the
52.9, the galley and the adjacent dinette live aft
in between the owner's ensuite cabin and the
saloon, five steps down from the saloon and at
the same level as the master cabin. For a
company that normally produces evolutionary
rather than revolutionary designs, it is a
departure that borders on radical. And like
most significant departures, it throws up
distinct pros and cons.

ACCOMMODATION
One upside of this new layout is that it leaves
the spacious saloon free for loafing duties.
Another is the magnitude of the galley.
Although it looks modest on the layout
drawing, in reality it's a sizeable affair. In part,
that's because positioning the galley on the
lower deck allows Linssen to incorporate six
big eye-level lockers and to utilise a full height
domestic fridge-freezer. Consequently, even
with luxuries such as a dishwasher and an oven
absorbing space under the countertop, the
remaining storage is still generous. It is also a
delight to work in thanks to its open-plan
aspect with the saloon. It may be down five
steps but it still feels connected to the saloon,
and benefits from the light that floods this area.
If you plan to eat outside in the cockpit at all
times, then you will not have any trade off to
ponder. However, if you plan to eat inside, the
b~low-decks dinette does not ~core highly. The

two portholes alongside are only small, so they
can't begin to provide the lovely views that you
would get from a dinette sited upstairs at the
front of the saloon. Also, with its railway
carriage-like arrangement, there's no
opportunity to pull up a couple of extra seats.
This means that it can cope with four adults at
mealtimes, but not the full six that the 52.9 can
sleep, let alone a couple of extra ad-hoc guests
that the eight -seater cockpit dinette can handle.
It's worth mentioning here the new Linssen
that is under construction, the 58.9. So
incredibly closely related is this new flagship to
the 52.9 that you could happily use this review
to form the great majority of your views about
the bigger boat. These two boats share the
same beam, air draft, underlying hull form and
deck design. They use the same twin Volvo D4
180hp diesels, and although the bigger boat is
around 11 % heavier it also has a longer
waterline length, so I'll wager that its top speed
and fuel consumption will be almost identical.
Here's the relevant thing though - that modest
extra 4.7ft (1.44m) oflength allows enough
space in the 58.9 to position the galley and the
dinette at the front end of the saloon, while
simultaneously offering at least 28 different
semi-custom mix-n-match layouts in the two
useful spaces vacated by the galley and the
dinette. So if the212's lower dinette and galley
arrangement doesn't appeal to you, but
absolutely everything else does, there is an easy
solution; buy a 58.9!

VALUE FOR MONEY?
I have little doubt that if it chose to, Linssen
could mimic the luxuriously opulent fit-out of,
say, Sunseeker's finest. Instead, its interiors are
quietly restrained, even plain in places such as
the trim surrounding windows. And for that I
think we should be thankful. Engineering
exceptionally high quality steel boats in small
numbers is an expensive process, and sticking
to a relatively unfussy fit -out allows Linssen to
splash the money where it really counts and yet
still maintain affordable prices.
Consequently, things that you might find on
mainstream boatbuilders' extras lists are
standard on the 52.9; full teak decks, not just a
powerful bow thruster but a stern thruster too,
and the dream combination of underfloor
heating and double glazed windows. I've
experienced this latter combo on another
Dutch steel boat test during a bitter damp
night in Holland, and set against a blown hot
air system, it's like comparing a stay in the
Savoy with a night in an Ibis. Also bear in mind
that the 52.9's steel hull and deck is
immeasurably stronger than most glassfibre
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Unlike the sliding alternatives,
the quadruple teak folding
door:; don't need iI parking
space. so the pllothouse can
be opened up completely

ACLOSER LOOK
WITH DAVE MARSH
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FOLDING MAST
The mast can be
either manually
lowered, or optionally
powered. The 52.9's
mast-down air draft
of 12ft 6in (3.82m) is
only 11ft 8in (3.55m)
on the Variotop.

PILOTHOUSE VIEW
Sunroof is as big as
can be on the
Wheelhouse version
and light floods

in, but the Variotop
will provide a
more open aspect
in the pilothouse.

DOUBLE GLAZING
Double glazing is
standard, as is
underfloor heating.
The overhead side
deck protection
seemed too much
- until we were
caught in fierce hail.

THE ENGINEROOM
Access is quick and
easy, through a big
floor hatch in the

saloon. Having
comparatively small
engines means
plenty of space in
between for service
access - two people
could get down here.

THE RIVALS
Aquanaut EV 1700 mkll
Price from Um
Its flybridge means extra
space over the 52.9,
but folding screens mean
a similarly low inland

waterways air draft as
the 52.9.

Van der Valk 15M
Continental mkl
POA
Linssen's 52.9 sits in
between Van der Valk's

15m & 17m mOdels;
both steel boats can be
heavily customised.
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feels far more relaxed and serene

structures, and that it already comes complete
with the expensive epoxy paint job that the
GRP boat owner may have to stump up for
after a decade fading under the blazing
Mediterranean sun.

01IT ON THE WATER
With bow and stern thrusters, the luxury of
twin engines, comparatively low windage, a
long keel, plus the 52.9's great mass anchoring
it to the water, it was no surprise that the boat
handled very sedately and predictably. So well
that it's really only the boat's notable inertia
that needs a watchful eye. Bow and stern
thrusters are standard, but you can upgrade to
Sleipner's superb PRO thrusters with their
invaluable proportional control and Hold
function. I can't recommend these too highly;
with these wonders, it's entirely possible to pin
the boat to a windswept pontoon, step ashore
and tie up at leisure, completely unassisted by
any crew (who can be swabbing the decks, or
mixing your Martini) while you take the
applause. Okay, I've only ever done this once,
but smug doesn't begin to describe the feeling.
Our boat was also ably assisted by
RotorSwing's stabilisers (full report MBY
August 2015). Driving the boat for around an
hour in relatively open water near Emden and
then along the river Ems for a couple of hours,
it was clear that the 52.9's hull form was
perfectly capable of handling the blustery
headwinds without help from RotorSwing.
That said, these unusual spinning stabilisers
did add a worthwhile extra degree of comfort.
Plus, controlling the 52.9 in more challenging
conditions than ours will be so much easier if it
remains resolutely horizontal.
As for speed, our de-rated 180hp D4 Volvo
diesels pushed our boat to a whisker under 10
knots flat out. Of course, you'd be crazy to
spend any length of time at that speed because,
as with all heavy full displacement cruisers, the
fuel consumption rockets as the 52.9
approaches its theoretical-maximum hull speed
of 9.5 knots. Although there's no law to prevent
you cruising at whatever speed you want, our
31 tonne boat seemed to have two particularly
harmonious cruising speeds. Drop from
2,800rpm to 2,200rpm and the 52.9 only loses
a single knot, yet everything feels far more
relaxed and serene at this 8.9 knots speed, and
fuel consumption plummets to provide an
85% increase in the range.
There seemed to be a similarly notable
transition as the revs dropped to 1,300rpm. At
this 6.2-knot speed, in most places the noise
levels became a whisper, around half those at
8.9 knots, the exception being the cockpit

which only registered a 5dB(A) drop. Linssen
knows that peace and quiet is important to life
in the slow lane, so noise is a real focus for the
design team. For instance, its boats have a sand
box directly over the p;ropellers; a welded coffer
filled with sand to damp down any structureborn vibration that the propeller tips might try
to inveigle into the steel hull.

VARIafOP ALTERNATNE
The 52.9 comes in two distinct forms:
Wheelhouse and Variotop - Variotop being
Linssen's name for its folding roof, a retractable
soft-top that covers the entire wheelhouse.
Until the moment when we were bombarded
with hailstones, I'd viewed the big-boat style
side deck protection on the Wheelhouse
version as an unnecessary indulgence. Yet those
side canopies, and the vast fixed roof that
covers the aft deck, might be just the thing for
exceptionally hot and sunny climates too. The
double skinned Variotop that I used many
years ago on the Grand Sturdy 500 was
beautifully engineered. Although it still needs a
surrounding structure to support it, I'd be
surprised if the aperture over the pilothouse
did not feel notably larger overall than the
opening created by the Wheelhouse's sliding
sunroof. It's a subtle distinction, but I'd expect
to feel more 'outside' on the Variotop version.
With the solid wheelhouse roof extending
fully over the cockpit to provide complete
protection, the sound will not be able to escape
in the same way as it will on the foreshortened
Variotop version. I'd also expect the Variotop
to reduce noise levels in the pilothouse too - in
my eJl.-perience soft material roofs generally
knock a worthwhile 2dB(A) or so off the sound
levels compared with their hardtop
counterparts. Technically speaking, the
Wheelhouse 52.9 is a class A boat, whereas the
RCD (Recreational Craft Directive) rates the
Variotop model as a class B boat. Personally, if I
were planning regular extended voyages in
waves exceeding 4 metres and F8 and above
winds, I'd buy a Nordhavn. Either way, the
good news is that Linssen does not charge extra
for the extravagant Variotop version, it's a
no-cost option.

VERDICT
Just under three years ago, Linssen's Grand
Sturdy 500 Variotop made it on to my list of all
time top five boats (MBY, March·2013).
Although the new 52.9 has not managed to
topple it, that is only because of two subjective
preferences - that I love the Variotop and like
my dinettes to be upstairs in the saloon where
the best views can be enjoyed. Of course, if the
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~ We tested the Wheelhouse version, but the terrific Variotop version,
• .• rendered here, is a no-cost alternative

Stubby bow with
overhanging
pulpit means you're
not paying for unused
length in a marina

THE DATA

I.ENGTH OVERALL 53ft 6in (16.30m)
- .- - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - , - - - - . --t

BEAM
16ft10in
(5.13m)

1
" '.

\

FUEL CAPACITY
506 imp gal (2,300 litres)
WATER CAPACITY
220 imp gal (1,000 litres)
DRAUGHT
3ft in (1.30m)
AIRPRAUGHT
12ft Gin (3.82m)
RCD CATEGORY
A (Wheelhouse) B (Variotop)

DESIGNERS
Lmssen design team
Simple owner's cabin boasts the
invaluable bonus of separate
shower and heads compartments

DISPLACEMENT
31 tonnes (empty) .
34 tonnes (full fuel & water)
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wheelhouse version appeals most then that
impediment disappears because the aft deck
can be completely enclosed with canopies and
the cockpit used as the principal dining room
with a view, leaving the lower dinette for
breakfast bar duties.
We should not underestimate the effects that
recent stabiliser developments are having on
this type of boat. They have the potential to
transform an un-stabilised 52.9 from a cruiser
that's happy to undertake inland waterways
and coastal trips to one which doesn't flinch
one jot at the thought of more intrepid cruises
such as a cross Channel trip or more, simply
because the stabilisers remove the impediment
of seasickness-inducing beam sea rolling.

Worth bearing in mind on a Class A (RCD)
boat with a 1,000+ mile range at anything
below 7.5 knots.
Newfangled layout aside, in most other ways
it is business as usual for Linssen. Possibly the
most impressive thing about the 52.9 is that
Linssen can produce such a well engineered,
tough steel boat, build it in small numbers,
load it with the sort of goodies that most
owners will genuinely want and enjoy and
benefit from, and still sell it for the sort of
money that keeps it within striking distance of
the more mass produced alternatives. Ii!illra
Contact Boat Showrooms of London.
Tel: +44 (0)1932 260260
Web: www.linssenyachts.com

THE HELM VIEW
OpenlnB side window
Is good felr ventilation.
and for communicating
IVlth the crew

PERFORMANCE

1,000
5.0
5.0
1.10
4.55
1,841

'~~;;~~~~_~~~:::~~~~~~'...1~Simpledash
I I aims the mostlayout
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important screens
directly at the helmsman

THE COSTS & OPTIONS

TEST ENGINES Twin Volvo D4·1BO.1BOhp @ 2.BOOrpm.
4·cylinder 3.7 litre diesels
MBYFIGURES
RPM
700
Speed 3.8
LPH
2.0
GPH
0.44
MPG
8.64
Range 3,483

\

ECO

1,300 . 1,600
· 7.2
~2
.0 10
176 2.20
3.52 3.27
1.426 1,326

SOUND LEVELS dB(A)
Helm 48
49
:50
Cockpit 60
68
71
Saloon 50
51
54
Galley 52
53

55
73
58
60

FAST
1,900 .2.2OC
8.1
8.9
20
33
4.40 126

1.84
746
59
75
61
67

Electric sunroof (wheelhouse)
Thrusters: 16hp bow & 13hp stem

497

63
69

£978,000 (twin 180hp)
£L28m (twin 180hp)
no·cost option
standard

RotorSWIng stabilisers
Teak decks (aft + side + foredeck)

123
61
76

Price from approx
Price as tested
Variotop folding roof
Underfloor heating

64
77
66
71

£46,500
standard
standard
standard

55.000Btu "I....conditionl\'lg

£26.()00

7kW Genny + 342 litre fridge·freezer
Double glazed thermal windows
Epoxy paint system

standard
standard
standard

=Options on test boat

Speed in knots. GPH & MPG figures use imperial gallons. Range in nautical miles and allows for 20% reserve. Calculated figures based on readings from onboard fuel
gauge, your figures may vary considerably. All prices include UK VAT. 60% fuel, 50% wate" 3 crew + safety stores but no tender or liferaft, 2O"C air temp. light chop
& F2 for speed trials
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PANTAENIUS
Sail
Motor Yacht Insurance
&

Europe's top insurance provider
No matter where you cruise,
Pantaenius will be there to cover
and support you with its worldwide
network of experienced surveyors.
Call us for a quote and find out why
we specialise in marine insurance.

Tel +44 (0)1752 223656
Web www.pantaenius.cQ,uk
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